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New Rules Of Shirtless Etiquette For Congressmen. |
Spatula In The Wilderness

-Washington, D.C. Wednesday saw the resignation of New York 26th
District Congressman Christopher Lee after being scandalized by
shirtless photos he sent in response to a personal ad on Craigslist. The
Republican representing Western New York is married, which has been
shown to hinder continued dating. Congressman Lee lied about his age
and occupation to the woman who had placed the personal ad, prompting
her to turn him in to the tabloid website Gawker. We wondered here at
Spatula if there are any rules for Congressional shirtlessness. There must
be timely and useful ways to flex those legislative pecs without getting into
trouble. After some considerable (2 or 3 minutes), Spatula In The
Wilderness offers The New Manners For Shirtless Natural Living

While Serving In Congress.

1. If your going to email photos of your self to a potential girlfriend, try to look natural. Posing
shirtless in front of a supermarket meat counter is a great way to accomplish this. Like
“regular joe six-pack” Americans, Congressmen should feel free to drape themselves over a
glass front case of ground beef and sausages. Just like a regular, shirtless Saturday stroll
through the market. Granted, there’s only one local supermarket that lets me shop anymore
and I have to wear a parka (which is cumbersome in July).

2. A sunken chest is the most attractive look. Representative Lee takes a very pretty shirtless
photo. This is frowned upon as just showing off. He might not have had to resign had he
photographed himself sporting a National Geographic orangutan chest and a physique that
says “Why Yes! I am the love child of Willie Nelson and Skelator!”

3. The old-school way of  fooling around didn’t put up with any of this shirtless photo nonsense.
Former South Carolina Governor Mark Sanford kept his shirt on and his girlfriend in
Argentina. New York Governor Elliot Spitzer used call girls. Ahh, way back two years ago
when politicians created awful scandals with style.

4. Wear a dickey when shirtless. It’s just fun to tell colleagues “Yes, this is my dickey. Thanks for
noticing!”

5. Try to pull off the 50 Cents look with scars, band-aids, a tattoo of Ethel Merman. Anything to
butch up the shirtless look.

6. Instead of answering Craigslist ads, sell yourself on e-bay. Older women love a day of
shopping for microwave warped Tupperware and a shirtless man.
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